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● Broad Direction: 
○ How can we assist writers at various writing tasks? 
○ What is the impact of model assistance on the writing process?
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● Broad Direction: 
○ How can we assist writers at various writing tasks? 
○ What is the impact of model assistance on the writing process?

● Predates LLMs and contemporary NLP methods to work on retrieval and 
dictionary based systems [1, 2]

[1] Roemmele, Melissa, and Andrew S. Gordon. "Creative help: A story writing assistant." Interactive Storytelling: 8th International Conference on 
Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2015, Copenhagen, Denmark, November 30-December 4, 2015, Proceedings 8. Springer International Publishing, 
2015.
[2] Kim, Joy, et al. "Mechanical novel: Crowdsourcing complex work through reflection and revision." Proceedings of the 2017 acm conference on 
computer supported cooperative work and social computing. 2017.
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Motivation

● Evidence that LLMs can influence the views of users during co-writing [1,2]

[1] Jakesch, Maurice, et al. "Co-writing with opinionated language models affects users’ views." Proceedings of the 2023 CHI Conference on Human 
Factors in Computing Systems. 2023.
[2] Bhat, Advait, et al. "Interacting with Next-Phrase Suggestions: How Suggestion Systems Aid and Influence the Cognitive Processes of Writing." 
Proceedings of the 28th International Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces. 2023.
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Motivation

● Evidence that LLMs can influence the views of users during co-writing [1,2]
● As different users rely on the same model for suggestions, this creates an 

algorithmic monoculture[3] 

Does collaborative with LLMs result in different users writing more similar text, 
reducing the overall diversity of content produced?

[1] Jakesch, Maurice, et al. "Co-writing with opinionated language models affects users’ views." Proceedings of the 2023 CHI Conference on Human 
Factors in Computing Systems. 2023.
[2] Bhat, Advait, et al. "Interacting with Next-Phrase Suggestions: How Suggestion Systems Aid and Influence the Cognitive Processes of Writing." 
Proceedings of the 28th International Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces. 2023.
[3] Kleinberg, Jon, and Manish Raghavan. "Algorithmic monoculture and social welfare." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 118.22 
(2021): e2018340118.
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User Study Format

● Task: Argumentative Essay writing (~300-500 words) on a set of 10 open 
ended questions as collected by NYT

○ Example: What are the most important things students should learn at school?

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/learning/over-1000-writing-prompts-for-students.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/learning/over-1000-writing-prompts-for-students.html
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_9dypUrPuQ


User Study Format

● Task: Argumentative essay writing (~300-500 words) on a set of 10 open 
ended questions as collected by NYT

● (Semi) Professional writers from Upwork writing with and without model help
● 10 topics x 10 responses = 100 essays from each setup to compare

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/learning/over-1000-writing-prompts-for-students.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/learning/over-1000-writing-prompts-for-students.html


Users Find Both Models Equally Helpful for Collaborative 
Writing
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How Can We Compare the Content of Essays?

Raw Text Level



Comparing the Content of Essays via Summarization

Raw Text Level

Key Point Level



Does the Model Contribute to These Key Points?

Step 1: Aligning key points to sentences via Rouge-L



Does the Model Contribute to These Key Points?

Step 1: Aligning key points to sentences via Rouge-L
Step 2: Attributing authorship of key points as User vs Model 



Allows for Analysis of Model Contribution to Keypoints



Users Use Model Suggestions to Write Key Points in the 
Essays



RQ1: Does Writing With LLMs
Result in More Similar Essays?



Formalize Homogenization Using Pairwise Similarity

We calculate the homogenization of an essay ‘d’ written on topic ‘t’ as the average 
pairwise similarity to other documents (Dt) on that topic



Results

Homogenization at the key point level via Rouge-L



Higher homogenization implies more similar essays

Homogenization at the key point level via Rouge-L



Writing with InstructGPT results in the highest average 
homogenization or most similar essays

Homogenization at the key point level via Rouge-L



InstructGPT has the highest median homogenization in 7 
out of 10 topics

Homogenization at the key point level via Rouge-L



Writing with GPT3 does not change the average 
homogenization from Solo Writers

Homogenization at the key point level via Rouge-L



RQ2: Does Writing With LLMs
Reduce Overall Diversity?



Formalize Diversity Using Unique Information

We calculate the diversity of a set of essays D as the total amount of unique 
information in them 



Formalize Diversity Using Unique Information

We calculate the diversity of a set of essays D as the total amount of unique 
information in them 

Content Diversity:

Information Unit: Key Points 

Diversity Measure: Fraction of Unique Clusters of Key Points



Example of Clustering of Key Points

Essay 1:
1. They help to develop self-awareness, stress reduction and emotional 

regulation 
2. It's important to make sure practices are inclusive and voluntary so 

that students don't feel forced into them
3. Mindfulness and meditation can be personalized for each individual 

….

Essay 2:
1. They should be implemented in a culturally neutral and 

straightforward manner and information on their benefits should be 
provided to students.

2. Focus should be on the scientific principles behind mindfulness and 
meditation as well as self-care, emotional regulation, and stress.

3. Mindfulness and meditation should not be forced or used to guide or 
persuade students towards particular beliefs.
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Example of Clustering of Key Points
Essay 1:

1. They help to develop self-awareness, stress 
reduction and emotional regulation 

2. It's important to make sure practices are inclusive 
and voluntary so that students don't feel forced 
into them

3. Mindfulness and meditation can be personalized for 
each individual 

Essay 2:
1. They should be implemented in a culturally neutral 

and straightforward manner and information on their 
benefits should be provided to students.

2. Focus should be on the scientific principles 
behind mindfulness and meditation as well as 
self-care, emotional regulation, and stress.

3. Mindfulness and meditation should not be forced 
or used to guide or persuade students towards 
particular beliefs.

Cluster 
1

Cluster 
2

Diversity =
 

Fraction of Unique 
Key Points =

 
4 / 6 = 0.66



Results



Effect of Thresholds on Clustering



Writing with InstructGPT reduces key point diversity across 
both metrics and across all thresholds



Why does InstructGPT have a stronger 
impact on diversity than GPT3?



InstructGPT presents users with more similar suggestions



The key points attributed to InstructGPT are more 
homogeneous than GPT3, user behavior is the same



Takeaways

● Collaboration with InstructGPT makes users write more similar essays, 

reducing the overall diversity as well



Takeaways

● Collaboration with InstructGPT makes users write more similar essays, 

reducing the overall diversity as well

● This effect is not observed with GPT3 highlighting that the bump in 

performance from tuning the model on human feedback comes at the cost of 

more homogeneous content



Contemporary/Follow-up works support our findings :)



Limitations

● Single interactions with users so unclear how long term behavior changes

● Ablations into the kind of interactions with users

● The writing-setting is still not natural i.e. we hire folks to perform tasks for us



Questions and Comments?



Limitations

● Single interactions with users so unclear how long term behavior changes

● Ablations into the kind of interactions with users

● The writing-setting is still not natural i.e. we hire folks to perform tasks for us



Backup Slides



Writing with InstructGPT reduces lexical diversity



The reduced lexical diversity with InstructGPT is also 
manifested in frequent repetition of higher-order N-grams.



Writing with InstructGPT leads to repeated 5-Grams 
containing topic-specific phrases.



Limitations

● Single interactions with users so unclear how long term behavior changes

● Ablations into the kind of interactions with users

● The writing setting is still not natural i.e. we hire folks to perform tasks for us



How do real users feel about this assistive 
technology?



Creativity Support in the Age of Large 
Language Models: An Empirical Study 

Involving Emerging Writers

57



Overview - Collaborative Writing

● Broad Direction: How can we assist writers at various writing tasks?
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Overview (Upto 2022)

Phase 1: Train models to solve specific user needs and demonstrate how writers 

achieve their goals in these interactive setups
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Overview (Upto 2022)

● Machine-in-the-Loop 

Rewriting for Creative Image 

Captioning
○ NAACL 2022

● Collaborative Poetry Writing 

with Instruction Tuning
○ EMNLP 2022
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model help individually and collectively?
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